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n fiscal year 2018 (FY2018)
NASA’s Flight Opportunities
program continued its mission
of strategically investing in
the growth of the commercial
spaceflight market by providing
flight opportunities to test
space exploration and utilization
technologies on commercially
available suborbital flight
platforms. Suborbital flight
opportunities take technologies
from the laboratory to a
relevant flight environment
that facilitates technology
maturation, validates feasibility
and reduces technical risks
for future missions.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Maturing Technology
Through Access to
Space-Like Environments
In FY2018, Flight Opportunities
tested 28 payloads on flights
that helped replicate some of the
conditions these innovations will
encounter in space. Developed by
U.S. industry, non-profit research
institutions, academia, NASA, and
other government agencies, these
novel technologies progressed
toward further suborbital testing
and/or orbital demonstration and
exploration missions.

Credit: Near Space Corporation
[2]

Celebrating New Flight Providers and Capabilities
Flight Opportunities strengthened
its relationships with commercial
flight service providers, helping
these businesses increase their
exposure to the space research
community. FY2018 was a year of
firsts for many flight providers—
benefitting Flight Opportunities
and the researchers we support.
Blue Origin’s New Shepard carried
its first NASA payload. World View
Enterprises successfully deployed
new remote launch capabilities.

And we welcomed Raven Aerostar
to our roster of flight providers
under contract with NASA for
government payloads. These
examples and more put Flight
Opportunities in a unique position
to support the development of
technologies critical to future
space exploration.

Welcoming New
Leadership
As FY2018 came to a close,
the program welcomed new
management. Christopher Baker
took on the role of program
executive at NASA Headquarters,
while John Kelly returned as
program manager at Armstrong.
These new leaders, both of
whom have previous experience
with Flight Opportunities,
appreciate the strengths and
priorities of both NASA and
industry, and are committed
to furthering the collaboration
established under the pioneering
vision of their predecessors.
Looking forward,
The Flight Opportunities Team

Academia

2018 by the Numbers

5

6

17 Flights

6

In FY2018, Flight
Opportunities helped
mature payloads from
academic institutions,
industry, non-profit
organizations, NASA centers,
and other government
organizations—representing
a broad spectrum of space
exploration research and
development efforts across
the U.S. economy.

Industry

Non-Profit Orgs
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NASA Centers
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TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATIONS

SUBORBITAL FLIGHTS
+ TECHNOLOGY
DEMONSTRATIONS

Maturing
Exploration
Technologies

S

uborbital flight
testing continues to
play a critical role in
helping to mature promising
exploration technologies.
These experiments are
making an impact in key areas
that will enable future space
exploration and the expansion
of space commerce, with
many destined to contribute
to future NASA missions
thanks to the advances they
achieved through suborbital
testing.

“

We might not be doing what we’re
doing today if it hadn’t been for the
support NASA’s Flight Opportunities
program has provided for our
technology development.

”

Dr. H. Todd Smith, principal
investigator, Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory

Credit: Blue Origin
[4]



SpaceTech REDDI

NASA Payload Support

Researchers from industry,
academia, and other nongovernment research institutes
may submit proposals in response
to the Space Technology
Research, Development,
Demonstration, and Infusion
(SpaceTech REDDI) solicitations.
Awardees receive a grant or enter
into a cooperative agreement,
enabling them to purchase flights
directly from a qualifying U.S.
commercial flight vendor that
meets their needs.

Suborbital flight tests for
technologies under development
by NASA and other government
agencies can be requested
directly by the principal
investigator (PI). Flights are
provided by NASA’s contracted
flight providers and are allocated
based on available funding.

FY2018 Solicitations and Selections

Communications
and Surveillance
Entry, Descent,
and Landing
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SUBORBITAL FLIGHTS +
TECH DEMONSTRATIONS

PATHS TO FLIGHT DEMONSTRATIONS

SUBORBITAL FLIGHTS

GETTING EXPERIMENTS
OFF THE GROUND

“

We’ve relied entirely on Flight Opportunities

Suborbital flights enable researchers to test their
hardware and procedures in space-like environments,
with conditions such as:

to make the advancements that we’ve
seen to date. There simply is no other
way to increase the technology readiness

l Variable gravity (micro-, lunar, and Martian
gravity levels)

level. Your intuition cannot get you
anywhere close to the knowledge that 30

l Planetary re-entry (high-altitude entry/descent and
low-altitude descent/landing)

seconds of microgravity can reveal.

”

l Solar and radiation exposure
l Extreme temperatures and vacuum

Dr. Kevin Crosby, principal investigator,
Carthage College

FLIGHT OPPORTUNITIES

LABS, UNIVERSITIES, ETC.

GROUND

PARABOLIC
AIRCRAFT

HIGH-ALTITUDE
BALLOONS

ROCKET-POWERED
VEHICLES

S U B O R B I TA L F L I G H T S
[6]

INTERNATIONAL
SPACE STATION

SATELLITES

ORBITAL MISSIONS

TRL

9

An innovation’s technology
readiness level (TRL) is a measure
of its technical maturity and
suitability for an operational
application. Most technologies
demonstrated through Flight
Opportunities increase their
TRL—going from a ground-based
laboratory environment (TRL 4)
to a relevant environment
(TRL 5 and higher).

TRL

8

TRL

7

TRL

6

TRL

5

TRL

4

TRL

3

TRL

2

TRL

1

Actual system “mission proven” through
successful mission operation

Actual system completed and “mission qualified” through
test and demonstration in an operational environment

System prototyping demonstration in an
operational environment

System/Subsystem model or prototyping
demonstration in a relevant end-to-end environment

System/Subsystem/Component validation
in a relevant environment

Component/Subsystem validation in laboratory environment

Analytical and experimental critical function
and/or characteristic proof-of-concept

Technology concept and/or application formulated

Basic principles observed and reported

[7]

LOWERING RISK FOR
ORBITAL MISSIONS
By providing access to relevant
flight environments, Flight
Opportunities helps researchers
obtain data to refine and mature
their technologies for spaceflight
and prepare for orbital missions,
such as a CubeSat or International
Space Station deployment, lunar
mission, or beyond.

SUBORBITAL FLIGHTS +
TECH DEMONSTRATIONS

INCREASING
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVELS

TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATIONS

WORLD VIEW ENTERPRISES
Flight Dates: October 10, 2017 and September 26, 2018
Flight vehicle: Tycho-20
Launch location: McCall, Idaho

“

The idea is to apply
[data about Venus] to
comparative planetology

Southwest
Research
Institute’s
payload arrives
at the launch
location for a
twilight balloon
flight. Credit:
Earth Science
Systems

of the solar system… so
we can better understand
things like why Earth
evolved to be habitable
whereas Venus—which

High-Altitude Electromagnetic Sounding of Earth and
Planetary Interiors (T0166)
Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) (PI: Robert Grimm)
SwRI researchers are developing technology to enable study of the
geodynamics of Venus as well as groundwater on Mars and a subsurface
ocean on Titan. For both flights, World View mobilized to a remote launch
location that enabled researchers to approximate some of the conditions
found in the interior of Venus. This work is supported in part by NASA’s
Planetary Instrument Concepts for the Advancement of Solar System
Observations (PICASSO) program.

P

Flight Impact

l Demonstrated electromagnetic
probing capability over dry,
resistive rocks that are Earth’s
best Venus analogue
l Proved that electromagnetic
sounding measurements
are feasible at high altitudes
(critical due to the scorching
surface temperatures of Venus)

l Used iterative flights to
enable data collection during
both daylight and nighttime
hours, allowing researchers
to account for varying
ionospheric conditions
l Obtained data that will help
researchers better understand
the evolution of planets
[8]

is very close in size and
similar in other ways—
did not. And what does
that mean for the next
planet we find?

”

Dr. Robert Grimm, principal
investigator, Southwest
Research Institute

SUBORBITAL FLIGHTS +
TECH DEMONSTRATIONS

ZERO GRAVITY CORPORATION
Flight Date: November 14, 2017
Flight vehicle: G-FORCE ONE
Launch location: Orlando Sanford International Airport

The research team
from Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute
poses in front of
G-FORCE ONE.
Credit: Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute

Miniaturized and Reusable Asteroid
Regolith Microgravity Experiment (T0154)

Microgravity Propellant Gauging Using
Modal Analysis: Phase II (T0160)

University of Central Florida (PI: Josh Colwell)

Carthage College (PI: Kevin Crosby)

To prepare for landing on and collecting samples
from asteroids, researchers are studying the
behavior of simulated asteroidal regolith (i.e., soil).

To improve the accuracy of propellant mass
gauging, especially at the crucial end of a
mission, Carthage College research employs
a computational technique to assess fill levels
in unsettled, microgravity conditions.

P

Flight Impact

l Improved understanding of how regolith
may respond to gentle disturbances in an
asteroid’s gravitational environment

P Flight Impact

l Provided data to aid development of equipment
for an International Space Station (ISS) experiment

[9]

l Demonstrated higher resolution, real-time
gauging of unsettled propellant in microgravity
l Paved the way for an experiment with a
full-fidelity propellant tank and analysis of
gauging under changes in tank pressure
(see second flight details on page 15)

TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATIONS

The University of Maryland research team collects experiment data
during a parabolic flight. Credit: Zero Gravity Corporation

The University of Florida research team poses with their chilldown
experiment on a parabolic flight. Credit: Zero Gravity Corporation

Ground-Based Study of Flow Boiling Heat
Transfer Effects (T0170)

Development of a Revolutionary
Approach for Efficient Microgravity
Transfer Line Chilldown (T0172)

University of Maryland (PI: Jungho Kim)
Researchers are collecting data needed to predict
the behavior of two-phase thermal flows to enable
the development of smaller, lighter, higher power heat
exchange systems for space travel.

P

Flight Impact

l Obtained data on flow boiling heat transfer in
different gravity environments

University of Florida (UF) (PI: Jacob Chung)
Cryogenic fluids are key to many systems that will
extend crewed space exploration to the Moon,
Mars, and beyond. Researchers are experimenting
with nanoparticle-coated pipes to see if they reduce
chilldown time and minimize cryogenic propellant loss
during tank-to-tank transfer.

P

l Added to data that will support a proposed future
ISS experiment

Flight Impact

l Confirmed that nanoparticle-coated pipe reduced
chilldown time and could decrease propellant
consumption by as much as 50 to 60 percent
in microgravity
l Demonstrated system integrity in microgravity
and high g-forces

[ 10 ]

SUBORBITAL FLIGHTS +
TECH DEMONSTRATIONS

PI Ted Southern demonstrates the IntraVehicular Activity Space Suit. Credit: Final
Frontier Design

Testing of a Novel
Intra-Vehicular Activity
(IVA) Space Suit (T0175)
Final Frontier Design
(PI: Ted Southern)
Researchers are assessing the
performance of a single-layer,
flat-pattern pressure suit to see if
it would be a safe, comfortable,
and cost-saving alternative
to the heavy, restrictive, and
expensive suits currently in
use at high altitudes and in
space. Such suits must enable
wearers to survive a cabin
pressurization system failure.

P Flight Impact
l Collected metabolic and
biometric data as well as
feedback on tactility, range of
motion, and comfort
l Expanded the range of lowcost, high-performance suits
for suborbital flight

The Protein-Drop Pinning in Microgravity
experiment set-up in the cargo bay of
G-FORCE ONE. Credit: Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute

Protein-Drop Pinning in
Microgravity (T0183)

“

Parabolic flights provide
the flexibility to test a lot
of different parameters
very quickly and give
us the opportunity to

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
(PI: Amir Hirsa)

reconfigure an experiment

To give astronauts the ability
to mix liquids and produce
pharmaceuticals and organic
materials on extended space
missions, researchers are using
ring-sheared drop module
technology to examine the effects
of shear at hydrophobic interfaces
on protein aggregation.

spaced out over several

P

Flight Impact

l Provided data on the impact
of g-jitter (periodic residual
acceleration encountered by
a spacecraft when floating
through microgravity)
l Informed hardware
improvements to prepare for a
mission to the ISS

[ 11 ]

in real time. Having them
days with different weather
conditions can reveal
unanticipated science.

”

Dr. Amir Hirsa, principal
investigator, Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute

TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATIONS

BLUE ORIGIN
Flight Date: December 12, 2017
Flight vehicle: New Shepard
Launch location: West Texas

“

I hope this type of medical
device will be able to save
the life of an astronaut and
enable them to continue
their mission of exploration.
These types of medical
treatment options could

The medical
suction device
is prepared for
a suborbital
demonstration
on New Shepard.
Credit:
Blue Origin

be required to explore
the Moon and Mars.

”

Evolved Medical Microgravity Suction Device (T0162)

Dr. C. Marsh Cuttino, principal
investigator, Orbital Medicine, Inc.

Orbital Medicine, Inc. (PI: C. Marsh Cuttino)
This experimental thoracic drainage device could assist in treating
onboard medical emergencies, such as a collapsed lung, by collecting
blood in microgravity, allowing lungs to continuously inflate, storing
blood for transfusion, and stimulating healing. The ability to perform
such procedures in space will be critical to NASA’s ability to establish
long-duration human presence on the Moon, Mars, and eventually
other planets.

P Flight Impact
l Confirmed device refinements in a pneumothorax simulator
l Confirmed device suitability for testing in an orbital environment
l First flight of a NASA-funded technology on New Shepard

[ 12 ]

THIS WAS BLUE
ORIGIN’S FIRST
FLIGHT FOR A FLIGHT
OPPORTUNITIESSUPPORTED PAYLOAD.

Flight Date: March 29, 2018
Flight vehicle: Tycho-20
Launch location: Tucson, Arizona
Researchers from NASA’s
Ames Research Center
prepare their radiation nose
payload for integration on
World View’s balloon.
Credit: NASA

Low-Cost, Lightweight,
and Reusable Radiation
Nose (T0174)
NASA’s Ames Research Center
(PI: Meyya Meyyappan)
To improve detection of different
types of radiation harmful to
humans and equipment during
space missions, NASA is testing
a lightweight, postage-stampsized sensing chip or “radiation
nose.” The nose would permit in
situ radiation monitoring in a wide
variety of applications.

P

Flight Impact

l Confirmed the performance
of materials and systems
designed to improve radiation
sensing capability in the harsh
environment of space

Automated Radiation
Measurements for
Aerospace Safety—
High-Altitude (T0176)
Space Environment Technologies
(SET) (PI: W. Kent Tobiska)
SET is testing an automated realtime radiation dose monitoring
system composed of commercial
off-the-shelf (COTS) components,
with the aim of better managing
the effects of radiation on humans
flying at all altitudes.

P

Flight Impact

l Confirmed COTS components
can monitor the harsh radiation
environment up to 35 km,
demonstrating the potential to
significantly reduce the cost
and complexity of operational
radiation monitoring
[ 13 ]

“

This flight opens the
door to achieving a next
step—how we reduce
radiation exposure for
commercial passengers
on stratospheric missions
as well as spaceflight
within the next five years.

”

Dr. W. Kent Tobiska,
principal investigator, Space
Environment Technologies

SUBORBITAL FLIGHTS +
TECH DEMONSTRATIONS

WORLD VIEW ENTERPRISES

TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATIONS

ZERO GRAVITY CORPORATION
Flight Date: March 21, 2018
Flight vehicle: G-FORCE ONE
Launch location: Orlando Sanford International Airport

“

Experimenting in a
microgravity environment
allowed the team to
examine the closeproximity, coupled
dynamics of a spacecraft
populated with magnets
interacting with trained
superconductors. The
data collected on this

The SPECTRE-2
payload setup aboard a
parabolic flight.
Credit: NASA

flight will inform dynamic
models of the interface

SPECTRE 2: Sample Pinning Experiment for Capture
Technology in a Reduced-Gravity Environment (T0184)
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) (PI: Laura Jones-Wilson)
Researchers are testing system-level hardware using flux-pinned
interface (FPI) technology to improve close-proximity capabilities,
such as sample capture, manipulation, and containment assurance for
planetary missions as well as formation flying, docking, grappling, and
tuning isolated pointing platforms.

P

Flight Impact

l Demonstrated an FPI in microgravity
l Provided significant inputs to FPI modeling for a potential
Mars sample return mission
l Informed modifications to system hardware
[ 14 ]

that will enable designers
to incorporate the
technology into future
potential missions.

”

Dr. Laura Jones-Wilson,
principal investigator, NASA’s
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

SUBORBITAL FLIGHTS +
TECH DEMONSTRATIONS

NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory researchers record gestural data for
the BioSleeve experiment during a parabolic flight. Credit: NASA

Carthage College’s modal propellant tanks undergo zero-gravity slosh
during flight. Credit: Megan Janiak/Carthage College

Evaluation of the BioSleeve Gesture
Control Interface for Telerobotics in
Microgravity (T0185)

Microgravity Propellant Gauging Using
Modal Analysis: Phase III (T0191)

NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
(PI: Christopher Assad)

Scientists continued to refine configurations in this
follow-on flight to test their modal analysis approach
to accurately gauge settled and unsettled propellant
in microgravity. See details about the technology’s
earlier flight on page 9.

Carthage College (PI: Kevin Crosby)

Innovators are developing a sleeve that, when
embedded in an extravehicular activity (EVA) suit,
would give astronauts gestural control of robotic
assistants in space.

P

P

Flight Impact

l Demonstrated a retuned experiment set-up based
on refinements from initial flights in 2017
l Collected data for further assurance of initial
performance analysis and conclusions
l Added to data that will improve gesture control
performance in microgravity

[ 15 ]

Flight Impact

l Demonstrated accuracy at 1 percent of propellant
tank volume
l Improved understanding of how modal gauging
is affected by propellant slosh and other vehicle
dynamics

TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATIONS

BLUE ORIGIN
Flight Date: April 29, 2018
Flight vehicle: New Shepard
Launch location: West Texas

Low-Cost Data
Communications for
Suborbital Platforms
(T0095)
Solstar Space Company
(PI: M. Brian Barnett)
The company is flying satellite
communications transceivers
to show that commercial
communications satellite networks
can be used to provide easy and
affordable two-way, air-to-ground
voice and data communications,
including internet service.

Researchers
from the
Suborbital Flight
Experiment
Monitor-2 team
review data
in preparation
for their flight
demonstration
on New
Shepard. Credit:
Blue Origin

P
Suborbital Flight Experiment Monitor-2 (SFEM-2) (T0168)
NASA’s Johnson Space Center (PI: Kathryn M. Hurlbert)
Researchers are evaluating an integrated instrumentation package
designed to characterize the flight environment (e.g., acceleration,
acoustics, temperature, pressure, humidity) of suborbital vehicles that
are candidates for test platforms, including those in the Flight
Opportunities program.

P

Flight Impact

l Assessed a commercially available acoustic sensor that is a candidate
for demonstration on the ISS and Orion
l Gathered data about the flight environment on New Shepard, which
may be of use for future payloads flying with Blue Origin

[ 16 ]

Flight Impact

l Demonstrated internet service
provider (ISP) technology
that operates at spacecraft
velocities and 100 kilometers
in altitude
l Sent the first commercial tweet
from suborbital space
l Collected tracking data to
enhance internet applications
in space

Flight Date: May 24, 2018
Flight vehicle: Xodiac
Launch location: Mojave, California
Simulated regolith
was captured and
retained successfully
during the experiment.
Credit: Honeybee
Robotics

“

The Flight Opportunities
program allowed us to
take the PlanetVac idea
and actually strap it on to

PlanetVac (T0179)

Masten’s rocket, putting it

Honeybee Robotics, Ltd. (PI: Kris Zacny)

in a situation more realistic

Researchers are developing a reliable, lightweight, low-power, costsaving pneumatic regolith collection system with the goal of enabling
space explorers to collect samples from the surface of planetary bodies
and asteroids for analysis.

P Flight Impact
l Collected more than 320
grams of simulated regolith
(Mars Mojave Simulant) in
the desert, where conditions
resemble the surface of the
Moon, Mars, and asteroids

l Verified that the system can
survive a rocket launch and
landing as well as retain a
collected sample for posttransport analysis

[ 17 ]

to what it might encounter
in a space mission. We
now know it can survive
both landing and heating
loads as well as the rocket
environment and still collect
the sample and retain it.

”

Justin Spring, senior project
engineer, Honeybee Robotics

SUBORBITAL FLIGHTS +
TECH DEMONSTRATIONS

MASTEN SPACE SYSTEMS

TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATIONS

NEAR SPACE CORPORATION
Flight Date: June 1, 2018
Flight vehicle: Small Balloon System
Launch location: Madras, Oregon

The payload floats above
Earth and is seen here from
the bottom of the Near
Space balloon. Credit: Near
Space Corporation

1090 MHz ADS-B Demo (T0159)
Federal Aviation Administration’s Office of Commercial Space
Transportation (FAA/AST) (PI: Nick Demidovich)
FAA/AST is investigating a commercially developed 1090ES Automatic
Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) transmitter prototype
specifically designed to survive launch environments. ADS-B technology
gives air traffic controllers significantly improved surveillance of aircraft
and other vehicles operating in national airspace. It also permits these
vehicles to have real-time situational awareness of each other, potentially
enabling optimal integration on suborbital reusable launch vehicles
(sRLVs) and manned stratospheric balloons in the FAA’s next-generation
air traffic control system.

P Flight Impact
l Initiated validation of a new prototype that may enable ADS-B
capabilities not only for suborbital vehicles, but for launch vehicles to
put spacecraft into orbit as well
[ 18 ]

SUBORBITAL FLIGHTS +
TECH DEMONSTRATIONS

BLUE ORIGIN
Flight Date: July 18, 2018
Flight vehicle: New Shepard
Launch location: West Texas

Research teams
from NASA,
academia, and
industry celebrate
with Blue Origin
founder Jeff
Bezos (front
center) after a
successful flight
test. Credit: Blue
Origin

Vibration Isolation Platform (T0077)
Controlled Dynamics Inc. (PI: Scott Green)
Controlled Dynamics is developing vibration isolation platform technology
to customize test flight scenarios by either cancelling out or introducing
disturbances, thereby producing more data and higher fidelity during
payload experiments in microgravity.

P

Flight Impact

l Gathered data necessary to tune the full system for a future
suborbital flight
l Demonstrated many technologies core to the full platform, including
inertial sensors, microprocessor, data logger, and power system
l Provided further technical assurance for orbital demonstrations,
including a Center for the Advancement of Science in Space (CASIS)
grant-funded development of a controlled dynamic acceleration
environment on the ISS

[ 19 ]

“

From suborbital to
orbital to deep-space,
Flight Opportunities
provided the basis to
advance and validate our
isolation technology.

”

Scott Green, principal investigator,
Controlled Dynamics Inc.

TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATIONS

Electromagnetic Field Measurements
on an sRLV (T0015)

Zero-G Condensation Droplets and Flow
in Phase-Change Loops (T0171)

Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics
Laboratory (JHU/APL) (PI: H. Todd Smith)

Purdue University (PI: Steven Collicott)

JHU/APL is evaluating a suite of modified commercial
off-the-shelf (COTS) components intended to
measure electromagnetic fields inside spacecraft
and understand their potential effects on spacecraft
and payloads.

P

Flight Impact

l Demonstrated a way to assess potential strong
external and internally-generated electromagnetic
fields on spacecraft and payloads

Purdue University is experimenting with
predictive technology for the control of liquid
droplets and avoidance of liquid plugs in tubes—
important considerations for condenser flow
passage design in phase-change heat transfer
systems. Such systems are advantageous for
spaceflight because they provide better power
capacity, lower volume, and better temperature
uniformity than single-phase systems.

P

Flight Impact

l Demonstrated the feasibility of taking periodic
global electric circuit measurements to assess the
influence of global change on the Earth’s complex
electrical environment

l Helped researchers determine that conventional
vane propellant management is not a viable
solution for the specific propellant used, directing
them to seek new options for the next iteration
of their experiment

Low-Cost Data Communications
for Suborbital Platforms (T0095)

l Revealed fixes needed for the experiment’s
camera equipment and imaging set-up—
information that researchers can apply
toward future testing

Solstar Space Company (PI: M. Brian Barnett)
Solstar continued to refine its approach to commercial
internet service in space through additional testing of
a WiFi antenna designed to withstand the rigors of a
rocket launch. See details about the previous flight
on page 16.

P

Flight Impact

Suborbital Flight Experiment Monitor-2
(SFEM-2) (T0168)
NASA’s Johnson Space Center
(PI: Kathryn M. Hurlbert)
The SFEM-2 team continued to test its technology
under different flight profiles. See details about the
previous flight on page 16.

l Verified the stability of a WiFi connection at
varying altitudes to compare data with that of the
previous flight
l Assessed WiFi reliability with the antenna mounted
to the crew capsule, which separates from the
main body of the launch vehicle

[ 20 ]

P

Flight Impact

Broadened the dataset of determinants used to
identify the types of payloads that make good
candidates for suborbital test flights by modifying the
acceleration measurement range

SUBORBITAL FLIGHTS +
TECH DEMONSTRATIONS

UP AEROSPACE
Flight Date: September 12, 2018
Flight vehicle: SpaceLoft
Launch location: Spaceport America, New Mexico

“

For a deployable like
ADEPT, you can do
ground-based testing.
But ultimately, a flight test
demonstrates end-to-end
functionality—surviving
launch environments,
Researchers engage in preparation activities prior to the SpaceLoft launch. UP Aerospace’s
rocket can be seen in the foreground. Credit: NASA

Adaptable Deployable Entry and Placement
Technology (ADEPT) (T0139)
NASA’s Ames Research Center (PI: Paul Wercinski)
ADEPT is a mechanically
deployable heat shield that could
be used for planetary lander,
aerocapture, and sample return
missions. The stowable capability
of ADEPT, and the exceptional
aerothermal performance of its
unique flexible carbon fabric
drag surface, enable it to deploy
to an entry vehicle shape with
a diameter much larger than
the rocket into which it fits.
ADEPT could enable future
NASA missions that have volume
constraints on secondary
payloads or require extra-large

aeroshells to protect spacecraft
destined to land on the surface of
other planets—without requiring
larger rockets.

P

Flight Impact

l Tested and confirmed the heat
shield’s deployment sequence
in space
l Assessed supersonic through
subsonic aerodynamic stability
of the heat shield as it entered
Earth’s atmosphere

[ 21 ]

deploying in zero gravity
and the vacuum of space,
holding that rigid shape
and then entering, in our
case, Earth’s atmosphere.

”

Paul Wercinski, project manager,
NASA’s Ames Research Center

TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATIONS

Autonomous Flight
Termination System
(AFTS) (T0165)

Suborbital Flight
Experiment Monitor
(SFEM-3) (T0194)

NASA’s Kennedy Space Center
(PI: Lisa Valencia)

NASA’s Ames Research Center
(PI: Thomas Lambot)

AFTS is an independent launch
vehicle subsystem designed for
range safety operations. The
system autonomously makes
flight termination decisions
using redundant computers that
track the launch vehicle using
the Global Positioning System
(GPS), inertial navigation system
technology, and configurable
software-based rules. If a rocket
goes off course, potentially
endangering the public, the
AFTS would issue a command to
terminate the flight.

SFEM-3 measures the internal
environment of suborbital
rockets carrying experiments
for testing and demonstration.
By characterizing key
conditions observed during
flight, the system can be used
to benefit future technologies
by helping researchers design
their payloads appropriately
for the flight environment.

P Flight Impact
l Tested hardware and
software performance in
the unique, high dynamics
of suborbital flight

P

Flight Impact

l Monitored acceleration,
temperature, and pressure
within the payload bay
during flight
l Added data to existing
knowledge base to benefit
future flights

“

AFTS is now the baseline for one of our commercial
partners going forward, saving that company millions
of dollars per year over the traditional, groundbased, human-in-the-loop range safety system.

”

Lisa Valencia, project manager, NASA’s Kennedy Space Center
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UP Aerospace’s SpaceLoft rocket launched
into space on September 12, 2018 from
Spaceport America in New Mexico. Credit:
NASA/Lauren Hughes

Flight Date: September 17, 2018
Flight vehicle: SpaceLoft
Launch location: Spaceport America, New Mexico
Researchers pose along with
personnel from UP Aerospace
and Flight Opportunities in
front of the SpaceLoft rocket.
Credit: NASA

“

SL-11 was the first

Affordable Vehicle Avionics (AVA) (T0142)

successful flight for AVA,

NASA’s Ames Research Center (PI: Amela Zanacic)

and it showed extremely

Researchers are developing a generic avionics technology that can be
easily ported between small launch vehicles and leveraged by several
third-party launch service providers. The technology aims to help NASA
launch small satellites (with a mass less than 25 kg) as primary payloads
into low-Earth orbit as cost-effectively as possible.

P

Flight Impact

l Demonstrated AVA’s
roll-axis closed loop
control performance
l Confirmed that data
logging fixes made after
the technology’s last flight
in 2015 were successful

l Collected data that will enable
researchers to determine
necessary software and
hardware changes prior to the
next payload demonstration
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promising results. Detailed
data analysis is being
conducted to confirm
results and to determine
software adjustments
required for AVA’s
next flight in 2019.

”

Amela Zanacic, PI for AVA,
NASA’s Ames Research Center

SUBORBITAL FLIGHTS +
TECH DEMONSTRATIONS

UP AEROSPACE

TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATIONS

Vibration Isolation
Platform (T0077)
Controlled Dynamics Inc.
(PI: Scott Green)
Researchers continued work on
customizing test flight scenarios.
See the payload description on
page 19.

The UAT ADS-B payload components.
Credit: Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University

Universal Access
Transceiver (UAT)
ADS-B (T0061)
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University (PI: Richard Stansbury)
This project is the second
phase of flight testing to
evaluate Embry-Riddle’s ADS-B
technology, developed to support
commercial space transportation.
The technology will broadcast
the altitude, position heading,
and velocity of flight vehicles
to ground-based and airborne
receivers, thereby addressing
air traffic concerns over the
descent path of flight vehicles.
Researchers aim to make the
prototype a standard payload
on reusable launch vehicles and
potentially re-entry vehicles.

The payload set-up for the Application of
Controlled Vibrations to Multi-Phase Systems
experiment. Credit: UP Aerospace and Ricard
González-Cinca

Application of Controlled
Vibrations to Multi-Phase
Systems (T0021)
Universitat Politecnica de
Catalunya-BarcelonaTech
(PI: Ricard Gonzalez-Cinca)
This research addresses the useful
effects of controlled harmonic
vibrations on the management of
multi-phase systems (in particular,
bubbly flows) in weightlessness.
Important applications include the
storage of cryogenic propellants in
microgravity environments, which
is key to enabling long-duration
exploration missions.
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GPS Fading (T0157)
NASA’s Armstrong Flight
Research Center (PI: Joe
Hernandez)
GPS fading—a known issue
when launching small rockets—
has been attributed to high g
forces (“jerk”) that occur during
launch. FAA researchers are
testing a miniature GPS board
along with a small tactical IMU
packaged together to form a small
GNSS+INS system to evaluate
how system ruggedization,
mounting techniques, and
software can help eliminate the
GPS fading problem.

Flight Date: September 25, 2018
Flight vehicle: Small Balloon System
Launch location: Madras, Oregon
Air Force Research
Laboratory’s first
payload lifts off
attached to Near
Space’s balloon, while
a second payload is
prepared for launch.
Credit: Near Space
Corporation

“

The intersection of

Bi-Static Radio Frequency Imager (T0143)
U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) (PI: Charles L. Finley)
This instrument suite is designed to address the need for affordable,
sustained, all-weather imaging necessary for smart, small satellites
with formation-flying capabilities. Future applications could be satellites
for NASA, military, and other government organizations as well as
industry uses.

P

NASA, AFRL, and other
government agencies
in the development and
demonstration of the BiStatic Imager illustrates
the innovation that can
happen when government

Flight Impact

l Yielded data that will help researchers determine sensor accuracy,
fidelity, and communications equipment range and performance
l Demonstrated cooperation among multiple government organizations,
including NASA’s Ames Research Center, NASA’s Glenn Research
Center, and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA), in addition to AFRL
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agencies work together.

”

Stephan Ord, technology
manager, Flight Opportunities

SUBORBITAL FLIGHTS +
TECH DEMONSTRATIONS

NEAR SPACE CORPORATION

TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATIONS

FY2018 Flights and Payloads At A Glance
Flight Date Flight Provider & Vehicle

Organization

Principal Investigator

10/10/17

Word View Enterprises Tycho-20

Southwest Research Institute (SwRI)

Robert Grimm

11/14/17

Zero Gravity Corporation G-FORCE ONE*

University of Central Florida

Josh Colwell

Carthage College

Kevin Crosby

University of Maryland

Jungho Kim

University of Florida

Jacob Chung

Final Frontier Design

Ted Southern

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Amir Hirsa

12/12/17

Blue Origin New Shepard

Orbital Medicine, Inc.

Marsh Cuttino

3/21/18

Zero Gravity Corporation G-FORCE ONE*

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Laura Jones-Wilson

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Christopher Assad

Carthage College

Kevin Crosby

NASA's Ames Research Center

Meyya Meyyappan

Space Environment Technologies

Kent Tobiska

Solstar Space Company

M. Brian Barnett

NASA's Johnson Space Center

Kathryn Hurlbert

3/29/18
4/29/18

Word View Enterprises Tycho-20
Blue Origin New Shepard

5/24/18

Masten Space Systems Xodiac

Honeybee Robotics, Ltd.

Kris Zacny

6/1/18

Near Space Corporation Small Balloon System

Federal Aviation Administration's
Office of Commercial Space Transportation

Nick Demidovich

7/18/18

Blue Origin New Shepard

Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory

H. Todd Smith

Controlled Dynamics, Inc.

Scott Green

Solstar Space Company

M. Brian Barnett

NASA's Johnson Space Center

Kathryn Hurlbert

Purdue University

Steven Collicott

NASA's Ames Research Center

Paul Wercinski

NASA's Kennedy Space Center

Lisa Valencia

NASA's Ames Research Center

Thomas Lambot

NASA's Ames Research Center

Amala Zanacic

Controlled Dynamics, Inc.

Scott Green

Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University

Richard Stansbury

Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya (Spain)

Ricard Gonzalez-Cinca

Federal Aviation Administration

Nick Demidovich

9/12/18

9/17/18

UP Aerospace SpaceLoft

UP Aerospace SpaceLoft

9/25/18

Near Space Corporation Small Balloon System

U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory

Charles L. Finley

9/26/18

World View Enterprises Tycho-20

Southwest Research Institute (SwRI)

Robert Grimm

* Two flights performed.
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T0166 - High-Altitude Electromagnetic Sounding of Earth and Planetary Interiors
T0154 - Miniaturized and Reusable Asteroid Regoith Microgravity Experiment for Suborbital and Orbital Use
T0160 - Microgravity Propellant Gauging Using Modal Analysis: Phase II
T0170 - Ground-Based Study of Flow Boiling Heat Transfer Effects in Preparation for an ISS Flight Experiment
T0172 - Development of a Revolutionary Approach for Efficient Microgravity Transfer Line Chilldown
T0175 - Testing of a Novel Intravehicular Activity (IVA) Space Suit
T0183 - Protein Drop Pinning in Microgravity
T0162 - Evolved Medical Microgravity Suction Device
T0184 - SPECTRE 2: Sample Pinning Experiment for Capture Technology in a Reduced-Gravity Environment
T0185 - Evaluation of Biosleeve Gesture Control Interface for Telerobotics in Microgravity
T0191 - Microgravity Propellant Gauging Using Modal Analysis: Phase III
T0174 - Low-Cost, Lightweight, and Reusable Radiation Nose
T0176 - Automated Radiation Measurements for Aerospace Safety - High-Altitude (ARMAS-Hi)
T0095 - Test of a Satellite Communications System On-Board Suborbital Platforms to Provide Low-Cost Data Communications
T0168 - Suborbital Flight Experiment Monitor-2 (SFEM-2)
T0179 - PlanetVac
T0159 - 1090 MHz ADS-B Demo
T0015 - Electromagnetic Field Measurements on a Suborbital Reusable Launch Vehicle
T0077 - Vibration Isolation Platform
T0095 - Test of a Satellite Communications System On-Board Suborbital Platforms to Provide Low-Cost Data Communications
T0168 - Suborbital Flight Experiment Monitor-2 (SFEM-2)
T0171 - Zero-G Condensation Droplets and Flow in Phase-Change Loops
T0139 - Adaptable Deployable Entry and Placement Technology (ADEPT)
T0165 - Autonomous Flight Termination System (AFTS)
T0194 - Suborbital Flight Experiment Monitor-3 (SFEM-3)
T0142 - Affordable Vehicle Avionics (AVA)
T0077 - Vibration Isolation Platform
T0061 - Universal Access Transceiver (UAT) ADS-B
T0021 - Application of Controlled Vibrations to Multi-Phase Systems
T0157 - GPS Fading
T0143 - Bi-Static Radio Frequency Imager
T0166 - High-Altitude Electromagnetic Sounding of Earth and Planetary Interiors
[ 27 ]

SUBORBITAL FLIGHTS +
TECH DEMONSTRATIONS

Payload

TRANSITIONS

TRANSITIONS TO
ORBITAL MISSIONS

Taking
Technologies
Farther

W

hile Flight
Opportunities focuses
on suborbital flight
testing, the technologies
matured through the program
rarely end their development
path there. Often, the next
step is transition to orbital
opportunities for further
validation of technical readiness.
Such missions include
testing on CubeSats and the
International Space Station (ISS)
as well as inclusion in other lowEarth orbit (LEO)-bound NASA
programs.

“

The advent of commercially available
near-space and suborbital platforms
has enabled researchers across
academia, industry, and government
to access space-like environments
through Flight Opportunities. This is
exactly the kind of testing they need
to prepare their technologies for the
rigors—and risk—of orbital missions.

”

John Kelly, program manager,
Flight Opportunities

Credit: NASA
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MAKING ON-ORBIT BIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS A REALITY
Parabolic flight tests
made possible by
Flight Opportunities
were a critical part of
WetLab’s maturation and
eventual inclusion on
the International Space
Station. Credit: NASA

As NASA seeks to achieve its vision of long-duration human
presence in space, the ability to analyze biological samples on
orbit—rather than waiting months for ground-based analysis—
has become a critical goal. WetLab is now effectively turning
the ISS into a real-time living biology laboratory, thanks in part
to technology maturation through Flight Opportunities.
This suite of instruments enables on-orbit gene expression analysis
with near-real-time results. The research potential ranges from rodent
research on the ISS that examines how the space environment may
alter genes of interest to studies of bacterial growth in space—all
essential for understanding how the space environment may impact
the health and longevity of human explorers and researchers.

l Evaluated components for
inclusion in microbial testing
on the ISS
l Designed and bench tested
subcomponent prototypes
Suborbital Flight Demonstrations
with Flight Opportunities (2013)
l Verified performance of six
subcomponents
l Enabled critical design
decisions and necessary
changes prior to an orbital
verification flight
Transition to the ISS
(2014–2016)

“

The whole idea of WetLab-2 is to give researchers more
control over their experiments and enable interactive, on-orbit
analysis so they can look at their data and make changes
rather than having to wait for everything to come back down.

”

Dr. Macarena Parra, project scientist, NASA’s Ames Research Center
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l Launched to the ISS on
SpaceX-18 for on-orbit
verification
l Successful performance
demonstration led to the
second version of the
technology, WetLab-2, being
accepted as a fixture on the
ISS U.S. National Laboratory

TRANSITIONS TO
ORBITAL MISSIONS

Ground-Based Testing (2012)

WetLab, NASA’s Ames Research Center

POWERING HUMAN OUTPOSTS ON THE MOON AND MARS
Radial Core Heat Spreader, NASA’s Glenn Research Center
Electrical power requirements for future NASA planetary science and human exploration missions call for
long-life nuclear power systems. Such systems typically convert nuclear heat to electricity using solid-state
thermoelectric conversion. Researchers at Glenn are improving the state of the art in this area with the radial
core heat spreader (RCHS), an innovative, passive thermal control system that uses a wick capillary mechanism
to provide orders of magnitude improvement in thermal-to-electric power conversion efficiency and up to a
tenfold improvement in thermal conductance.

TRANSITIONS

Ground-Based Testing
(2011–2012)
l Numerous prototypes
fabricated and bench
tested in 1 g
l Wick capillary performance
confirmed
l Thermal vacuum
performance confirmed
l Power capacity assessed

Suborbital Flight Demonstrations
with Flight Opportunities
(2011–2015)

Inclusion as a Subsystem for
the Nuclear Fission Power
project (present)

l Flew two units to test bestand worst-case configurations
for future spacecraft

l Effort to develop concepts and
technologies for an affordable
fission nuclear power system
could enable long-duration
stays on planetary surfaces

l Verified thermal performance
throughout launch and in a
longer duration microgravity
environment

l Vibration tolerance assessed

l Could help power human
outposts on the Moon
and Mars

“

When we start sending
astronauts for long
stays on the Moon and
to other planets, that’s
going to require a new

The Radial Core
Heat Spreader
was tested on
NASA’s Terrier
MK70 Black
Brant suborbital
reusable launch
vehicle in July
2015, leading
to its inclusion
in the Nuclear
Fission Power
project.
Credit: NASA

class of power that we’ve
never needed before.

”

Marc Gibson, principal
investigator, NASA’s Glenn
Research Center
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ENABLING SIMPLER, LESS EXPENSIVE
PLANETARY SAMPLE COLLECTION
PlanetVac, Honeybee Robotics, Inc.

The PlanetVac from Honeybee
Robotics is paving the way to
make collection of planetary
surface material, known as
regolith, much easier and less
expensive. This pneumatic soil
collection system is designed to
replace the footpad on a planetary
lander spacecraft. Operation
begins when the lander touches
down on the surface, triggering
the injection of compressed gas
into the foot pad enclosure, which
lifts the regolith into a sample
container in seconds. The sample
can then be analyzed on the
spacecraft by various instruments
or returned to Earth. Thanks in
part to suborbital testing funded
by Flight Opportunities, PlanetVac
is a key technology included
in proposals for various NASA
sample return missions.

Ground-Based Development
and Testing (2002–2013)
l Mars sample return concept
prototyped and tested in a
laboratory vacuum chamber
l Successful tests revealed
desired design changes
and increased technology
readiness to pave the way for
suborbital flights
Suborbital Flight Demonstrations
with Flight Opportunities (2018)
l Collected more than 300
grams of simulated regolith,
with operation completed
exactly as planned
Transition to Planned and
Proposed Sample Return
Missions (present)
l PlanetVac is in consideration
for Japan’s planned
Mars Moons eXploration
(MMX) mission
l NASA’s proposed sample
return missions to the
Moon and Mars could also
benefit from pneumatic
vacuum technology

“

Bringing something back
from another planet or
celestial body is the Holy
Grail of planetary science.
It allows you to have
something from another
world here so Earth
instruments can analyze it.

”

Justin Spring, senior project
engineer, Honeybee Robotics
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TRANSITIONS TO
ORBITAL MISSIONS

Among NASA’s goals for planetary
exploration, collecting surface
samples and returning them to
Earth for analysis has been a
key priority. But current robotic
methods of collecting samples are
expensive, complex, and heavy. In
short, their operation in planetary
missions is less than ideal.

PlanetVac is
shown attached
to Masten’s
Xodiac lander.
The successful
demonstration put
the technology in
line for inclusion on
the proposed Mars
Sample Return
Mission.
Credit: NASA/
Lauren Hughes

FLIGHT PROVIDERS

Giving
Technology
Payloads
a Lift

FLIGHT PROVIDERS
+ VEHICLES

F

light Opportunities
flight providers offer
researchers a wide variety
of capabilities for flight testing
their payloads. Suborbital
vehicles provide access to
space and relevant spacelike environments, helping to
advance technologies for future
missions to the International
Space Station (ISS), the
Moon, Mars, and beyond.

“

The Flight Opportunities program’s
continued support of commercial
space development efforts is
helping to usher in a new age of
commercial exploration in the
stratosphere and beyond.

”

Jane Poynter, chief executive officer,
World View Enterprises

Credit: Earth Science Systems
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Rocket-Powered
Vehicles

High-Altitude
Balloons

Parabolic
Aircraft

This category includes both
suborbital reusable launch vehicles
(sRLVs) that reach high altitudes,
as well as lander vehicles that
specialize in entry, descent,
and landing (EDL) technologies.
Both of these classes of vehicles
are typically recoverable and
reusable after launch. They
can be used for testing:

Large balloon systems reach a
minimum of 30 km in altitude
and can also typically sustain the
longest duration of the suborbital
vehicles—hours, days, or even
weeks at a time. This makes them
ideal for payloads that benefit
from extended periods of data
collection. These systems can
facilitate research for:

These airplanes achieve brief
periods of variable gravity
through a series of maneuvers
called parabolas. These aircraft
can be used for demonstrating
technologies that need to operate
in the absence of gravity.
Payloads include:

l Space-based medical
experiments

l Extended exposure to highaltitude atmospheric conditions
(cold temperatures, vacuum,
and radiation) for sensors
and instruments

l Plant and biological
experiments

l Robotics systems
l In-space manufacturing
methods
l Electronics and information
technology systems

l Observations (both to ground
and into space)
l High-altitude drop tests

l Response to microgravity
l Entry, descent, and
landing systems
l Atmospheric sampling

“

The market development that is happening because of Flight
Opportunities is resulting in business growth for our company.

”

Erika Wagner, business development manager, Blue Origin
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l Robotics systems
l In-space manufacturing
methods
l Electronics and information
technology systems
l Response to microgravity

FLIGHT PROVIDERS
+ VEHICLES

l Plant and biological
experiments

l Space-based medical
experiments

FLIGHT PROVIDERS

BLUE ORIGIN

MASTEN SPACE SYSTEMS

New Shepard on the launch platform in West Texas.
Credit: Blue Origin

Xodiac is prepared for a demonstration in Mojave, CA.
Credit: Honeybee Robotics

www.masten.aero

www.blueorigin.com

Xodiac

New Shepard

A low-altitude testbed ideal for testing precision entry,
descent, and landing methods as well as evaluating
planetary surface exploration payloads

A fully reusable space vehicle with fast turnaround
times from launch to payload recovery and the
next flight
Max. duration:

Variable

Max. duration:

Max. altitude:

100+ km

Max. altitude:

2 km

~3 minutes

Divert range:

800 m

Max. microgravity time:
Payload capacity:

Payload capacity:

22 kg (custom solutions
for larger payloads)

Payload mounting:
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180 seconds

50 kg
Internal and external

RAVEN AEROSTAR

NEAR SPACE CORPORATION

www.ravenaerostar.com

www.nsc.aero

The Thunderhead
Balloon System is
one of five platforms
offered by Raven
Aerostar. Credit:
Raven Aerostar

A payload is seen from a Near Space balloon.
Credit: Near Space Corporation

Small Balloon System (SBS)

Nano Balloon System (NBS)
For payloads with minimal integration requirements
Max. duration:

Thunderhead Balloon System

2 hours to multiple
days (based on mission
requirements)

Ideal for long-duration and navigational missions

Max. altitude:

36+ km (based on mission
requirements)

Payload capacity:

Up to 40 kg for standard
services (100+ kg for nonstandard services)

High-Altitude Shuttle System

Stratospheric missions for scientific, engineering, and
communication advances

Zero-Pressure Balloons
Proven balloons for scientific and military payloads

Sounding Balloons

A balloon-borne, autonomously piloted shuttle aircraft
enabling rapid payload recovery and turnaround
Max. duration:

Super-Pressure Balloons

Ideal for gathering meteorological data under
challenging conditions

Stratospheric Airships

2 hours to multiple
days (based on mission
requirements)

Power-driven navigation for dynamic missions

Max. altitude:

28 km

Max. duration:

8 hours

Payload capacity:

10 kg

Altitude range:

30–34 km

Payload capacity range:
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5 kg–68 kg

FLIGHT PROVIDERS
+ VEHICLES

This high-altitude balloon provider was
added to the Flight Opportunities roster of
contracted flight providers in FY2018. The
company provides a variety of balloon systems for a
range of research needs.

For payloads needing additional mission services,
including real-time C2 and payload telemetry

FLIGHT PROVIDERS

UP AEROSPACE

VIRGIN GALACTIC

www.upaerospace.com

www.virgingalactic.com

VSS Unity on second supersonic flight. Credit: Virgin Galactic

VSS Unity
A piloted suborbital space plane with high payloadcarrying capacity and fast payload-recovery options

The SpaceLoft XL suborbital reusable launch vehicle. Credit: NASA

Max. microgravity time:
Payload capacity:

Max. altitude:

80+ km

Payload capacity:

Suitable for scientific payload testing, including a
payload ejection option for experiment recovery
Max. altitude:

~1 hour

Max. microgravity time:

SpaceLoft XL

Max. duration:

Max. duration:

~13 minutes
160 km
~4 minutes
36 kg
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4 minutes
450+ kg

WORLD VIEW ENTERPRISES

ZERO GRAVITY CORPORATION

A World View balloon at the company’s launch facility in Tucson, AZ.
Credit: World View Enterprises

G-FORCE ONE on the runway. Credit: Zero Gravity Corporation

www.gozerog.com

www.worldview.space

G-FORCE ONE

A long-duration, navigable system with stationkeeping capabilities
Max. duration:
Max. altitude:
Payload capacity:

A Boeing 727-200F three-engine aircraft, modified
for reduced-gravity crewed flights that offer up to 30
parabolas with a combination of Martian and lunar
gravities as well as zero gravity

Up to weeks
29 km

Max. duration:

50 kg (customization
possible for larger
payloads)

Max. altitude:
Max. microgravity time:

Z-Class

Payload capacity:

A fixed-altitude, short-duration system
Max. duration:
Max. altitude:
Payload capacity:

12 hours
46 km
10,000 kg
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2 hours
9 km
30 seconds per parabola
~ 3m x 3m in-flight
testarea (per research
section)

FLIGHT PROVIDERS
+ VEHICLES

Stratollite

SMALL LAUNCH

SMALL LAUNCH
CAPABILITY
DEVELOPMENT

Lowering
Barriers
for Small
Satellite
Launches

“

F

light Opportunities
has supported the
development of
affordable U.S. commercial
capabilities for dedicated
small satellite launches.
Announcement of Collaborative
Opportunity (ACO) partnerships
and Tipping Point costcontribution contracts were the
two mechanisms through which
NASA provided resources
and expertise to aid industry
partners in maturing key small
launch technologies.

Accelerating development of
commercial capabilities will help
NASA achieve its exploration mission
goals at lower cost and with greater
efficiency while supporting the efforts
of the small launch vehicle industry.

”

John Kelly, program manager,
Flight Opportunities

Highlights follow for projects
completed in FY2018, as well
as those ending in FY2019 and
early FY2020.
Credit: Vector Launch Inc.
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ACO PARTNERSHIP HIGHLIGHTS
Developing New Payload
Accommodation Architectures

Advanced manufacturing
technology chambers—
part of an effort to evolve
3D printing capabilities—
were tested at Marshall
Space Flight Center
in late 2018 and early
2019. A total of 29 tests
were completed. Credit:
NASA and Virgin Orbit

Virgin Orbit and NASA’s Ames Research Center
Completed in FY2018, this collaboration had
three main research areas. The first—to develop
aerodynamic and thermal models for the Cosmic
Girl/Launcher One vehicle configuration—resulted
in a large number of use cases developed by Ames
and transferred to Virgin Orbit, including takeoff and
landing, captive carry, and release scenarios. The
second task was to develop an integrated simulation
using NASA’s B747-400 flight simulator. Virgin Orbit
pilots flew the Cosmic Girl/Launcher One simulator
to validate the handling characteristics of the aircraft
flight and release profiles. For the final task, the
partners investigated various payload accommodation
architectures and conducted a Launcher One upperstage trade study.

Launching Microsatellites Affordably

Vector and Marshall are employing 3D-printing
techniques to advance the goal of enabling research
organizations to launch microsatellites more affordably
and at a higher frequency than previously possible.
The partnership is enabling fabrication and flight
testing of an integrated injector for a 5,000 lbf-thrust
liquid oxygen/propylene rocket engine.
ACO activity objectives were completed in 2018.
Vector conducted ground operations pathfinding in
preparation for launch attempts planned for 2019.
In all, the partnership has resulted in four injectors
delivered to Vector, eight main engine ground tests,
two suborbital flights tests, and a wide range of
engineering development and operational testing.
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Virgin Orbit and NASA’s Marshall Space
Flight Center

This collaborative effort is helping to evolve 3D-printed
bimetallic combustion chamber material technology.
Testing of an advanced manufacturing technology
chamber was completed in late 2018 and early 2019.
A total of 29 tests were completed on two advanced
manufacturing chambers and one reduced-length
chamber. The work completed is helping to establish
technology supply chains for use by NASA and
industry, with advancements that can significantly
reduce lead times and costs of liquid rocket engine
hardware and ultimately lower launch costs.

Leveraging 3D Printing for Vehicle
Structures and Propulsion
Relativity Space and NASA’s Stennis Space Center
This partnership aims to mature the use of additive
manufacturing in rocket propulsion and vehicle
structures. The effort will culminate in testing
Relativity’s 3D-printed engine, Aeon 1, with a Terran
1 second stage structural test article printed in
the company’s proprietary large-scale metal 3D
printer, Stargate. The first integrated tests of a new
configuration and delivery of a structural test article—a
7-ft diameter, 11-ft tall aluminum tank shell printed in
one piece—took place in December 2018.

SMALL LAUNCH
CAPABIILITY DEVELOPMENT

Vector Launch Inc. and NASA’s Marshall Space
Flight Center

Lowering Costs of Liquid Rocket
Engine Hardware

SMALL LAUNCH

Lowering the Cost of Accessing LEO

UP Aerospace and NASA’s Ames Research Center

Generation
Orbit and NASA
completed
a GO1-ITA
captive-carry
flight test
program in
FY2018.
Credit: NASA

Achieving Reusability in Small
Launch Services

Generation Orbit and NASA’s Armstrong Flight
Research Center
This partnership involved a flight test campaign for an
inert test article (ITA) simulating the X-60A (formerly
called GOLauncher1), integrated with a NASA C-20A
aircraft, a military version of the Gulfstream III (GIII)
aircraft. The X-60A is an airdropped liquid rocket
under development at Generation Orbit, designed for
hypersonic flight research. The partnership between
Generation Orbit and Armstrong was successfully
completed in FY2018 with three captive-carry flight
tests of the ITA. These tests provided valuable flight
integration and performance data for the X-60A
program, which will use a modified GIII carrier aircraft
owned by Calspan Corporation.

Demonstrating a New Higher
Thrust Engine

This collaboration aims to tailor the Affordable Vehicle
Avionics (AVA) platform—a system aimed towards
nano-launch providers—to control UP Aerospace’s
Spyder orbital launch vehicle. AVA capabilities will
be demonstrated prior to the Spyder flight in 2020.
A successful first flight for AVA was conducted in
September 2018 on the company’s SL-11 sounding
rocket. The research team also completed initial
simulations and flight software code for upcoming
2019 sounding rocket flights, in addition to
constructing two new AVA units. Ultimately, AVA will
enable developers to launch very small payloads
(< 25 kg) into low-Earth orbit (LEO) on an optimized
schedule and trajectory.

UP Aerospace conducted a rocket motor qualification test at the Space
Propulsion Center in Spaceport America, NM. Credit: UP Aerospace

Lowering Costs for Orbital and
Hypersonic Test Bed Capabilities

Dynetics and NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center

UP Aerospace and NASA’s Marshall Space
Flight Center

Through its partnership with NASA, Dynetics
demonstrated a 4,000 lbf-class 90 percent hydrogen
peroxide/kerosene engine. The partners’ combined
capabilities helped overcome a technology
development hurdle, with the engine used to
demonstrate a high-temperature catalyst material,
an injector design for the higher thrust engine, and
support for plume signature collection. A total of 62
tests of the engine have been conducted to date,
representing significant progress on the activity.

UP Aerospace is also collaborating with Marshall to
advance high-performance propulsion for Spyder and
hypersonic mission capabilities. In 2018, the research
team completed detailed motor designs, enabling
transition to motor demonstrations. Also in 2018,
the company developed hypersonic flight test bed
configurations, demonstrating dual-use capabilities
for Spyder motors and other key cost-reduction
technologies developed under a 2016 Tipping Point
contract.
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TIPPING POINT ACTIVITY HIGHLIGHTS
Lowering Rocket Engine Cost and
Fabrication Time
HRL Laboratories

HRL Laboratories is developing additive manufactured
high-temperature ceramic materials applicable
to rocket engine components. Working with its
subcontractor Vector Launch, Inc., the company aims
to reduce cost and fabrication to one-tenth of current
levels and enable a 10 percent performance increase
versus the current state of the art. Recent activities
include commencement of 3D printing of subscale
nozzles, including a hot-fire test of this component.

Eliminating the Need for Payload Isolation
Northrop Grumman

Developing a Common Cost-Saving
Avionics Architecture

Improving the State of the Art for
Lander Engines
Masten Space Systems

Masten is developing a 25,000 lbf-thrust liquid
oxygen/methane Moon or Mars reusable lander
engine. In 2018, the research team conducted a
hot-fire test and developed an improved additively
manufactured aluminum metal matrix composite
material for a rocket engine and thrust chamber.
The work stands to advance the state of the art of
aluminum thrust chambers, cooling channel design,
and additive manufacturing. In particular, the activity
may benefit landing and sample return missions to the
Moon and Mars.

Launching Payloads from the Ground
More Affordably
Ventions

Tyvak Nano-Satellite Systems

Tyvak is working toward production of a commercial
Micro-Avionics Multi-Purpose Platform and a real-time
system for launch scenario simulation. The platform
will provide a low-cost common avionics architecture
supporting microsatellites, launch vehicles, and
upper-stage carrier platforms. Recent activities include
revisiting target milestones with NASA in advance of a
fall 2019 potential test launch.
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Ventions is working to provide a liquid-bipropellant,
electric pump-fed, two-stage vehicle for low-cost
and on-demand ground launch of small payloads into
LEO. The proposed launch vehicle uses components
matured over more than 10 years under projects
funded by the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) and NASA. To date, the company
has completed all activity milestones in advance of a
planned orbital launch attempt.

SMALL LAUNCH
CAPABIILITY DEVELOPMENT

Northrop Grumman is developing a toolkit focused on
eliminating the need for payload isolation systems—
typically a necessity to insulate one experiment from
disturbances that may be caused by others on the
same flight. In FY2018, the Shock Characterization
Box—which reduces mass and improves damping—
underwent dynamic test methods demonstration,
completed a technical readiness review, and
commenced Phase 2 development efforts.

Masten completed a
hot-fire test of its lander
engine in FY2018.
Credit: Masten
Space Systems

MISSE 12

MATERIALS
INTERNATIONAL SPACE
STATION EXPERIMENT

Selecting
Materials to
Enable the
Space Future

T

he products of everyday
life are composed of
materials that must be
able to withstand our use. In
space, the materials that make
up the structures, systems,
and components of vehicles,
tools, and other navigation
and exploration activities need
to withstand a much harsher
environment. That is where
NASA’s Materials International
Space Station Experiment
(MISSE) comes in.

“

The space environment is very harsh,
and materials—especially polymeric
materials—can erode away. There
are a lot of different environmental
complications happening at the
same time—atomic oxygen, charged
particle radiation, ultraviolet radiation,
temperature extremes, vacuum
conditions, micrometeoroids and
orbital debris… the list goes on.

”

Sheila Thibeault, MISSE program pioneer
and current principal investigator, NASA’s
Langley Research Center

Credit: XXX
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MISSE gives those materials a long-term lease on the International
Space Station (ISS), where NASA can test how they respond to the
punishing onslaught of extreme temperatures, radiation, impact from
space debris, and more. The materials that hold up well become part
of the enabling technologies that make NASA’s future exploration
missions possible.
With support from Flight Opportunities, NASA’s Space Technology
Mission Directorate manages the selection of NASA-led payloads for
the MISSE program. In FY2018, four NASA sample experiments were
selected for MISSE-12 (targeted for a fall 2019 launch).

SINCE 2001,
MISSE HAS
FACILITATED
THE TESTING
OF MORE THAN
4,000 MATERIAL
SAMPLES,
INCLUDING:
l Composites for
vehicles and structures
l Materials for 3D
printing
l Lubricants for
components
l Heat and radiation
shield materials
l Paints, fabrics, and
polymers
l Container seals

An astronaut mounts a previous version of the MISSE hardware to the International Space
Station during a spacewalk. Credit: NASA
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MISSE

l Solar technologies

MISSE 12

Minimizing Radiation Exposure for
Human Space Explorers

Validating a New State-of-the-Art
Radiation Shielding Material

Evaluation of Multifunctional Radiation Shielding
Material Against Long-Duration Space Environment

Spectra Fiber Reinforced Polybenzoxazine
Radiation Shielding Structural Composites

NASA’s Langley Research Center

NASA’s Langley Research Center

Researchers have developed a multifunctional
material that addresses NASA’s need to minimize
radiation exposure for crew and equipment during
long-duration human exploration beyond lowEarth orbit. Exposure to the space environment
on MISSE-12 will assess the material’s shielding
effectiveness against galactic cosmic rays and
secondary particles, enhanced structural integrity,
and overall durability in space.

This new fiber-reinforced composite material is being
flown on MISSE-12 to test the effectiveness of its
radiation shielding in space. The material, which
holds significant promise of use in heat shields, was
developed with support from NASA’s Small Business
Innovation Research (SBIR) program and is expected
to exhibit excellent performance and mechanical and
structural properties that rival polyethylene. Results
will be compared with analytical data from Langley’s
Online Tool for the Assessment of Radiation in Space.
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Gathering Durational Data on Alloys,
Coatings, and More

Demonstrating New Optical Materials for
Small Satellite Missions

Polymers and Composites Experiment-3

Electro-Optic Polymer Films for Tunable Diffractive
Telescope Objectives

NASA’s Glenn Research Center

NASA’s Langley Research Center

This experiment includes several materials of
interest to NASA flight programs, including shape
memory alloys for Martian and lunar rovers as well
as CubeSats and space actuators, ISS replacement
array materials, thermal control coatings for satellite
star trackers and crew vehicle paint, and more.
While several of these materials have flown
previously, further exposure and data from MISSE-12
will help enable accurate prediction of material
lifetimes in space.

This experiment will test an electro-optic (EO)
polymer film. Developed for space applications as
a diffractive telescope objective, EO polymer could
be used as a tunable telescope objective, for optical
switching in free-space laser-based communications,
in steerable solar sails, and as dimmable coatings on
windows. The material is currently being considered
for SmallSat-based lidar applications for observations
of clouds, aerosols, and ice coverage on NASA
missions, including LITE, CALIPSO, CATS, and ICESAT.

Material samples
selected for
MISSE missions
typically spend
at least a year on
the International
Space Station,
where they are
put to the test of
the harsh space
environment.
Credit: NASA

MISSE
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ACTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INDEX
The following table shows all payloads that were matured in FY2018, have upcoming test flights planned, or were otherwise
in an active status with the program as of the end of FY2018. Refer to the far right column for page numbers in which these
payloads are mentioned.

Number

Title

PI

Organization

Origin

Pg

T0001-PS

Suborbital Flight Environment Monitor (SFEM)

Steve Ord

NASA ARC

Directed

—

T0003-PS

Investigation to Determine Rotational Stability of On-Orbit
Propellant Storage and Transfer Systems Undergoing Operational
Fuel Transfer Scenarios

Sathya
Gangadharan

Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
AFO1
University

—

T0004-PS

Printing the Space Future

Jason Dunn

Made in Space, Inc.

—

AFO1

Electromagnetic Field Measurements on sRLV

H. Todd Smith

T0020-PS

Microgravity Multi-Phase Flow Experiment for Suborbital Testing (MFEST)

Kathryn M.
Hurlbert

NASA JSC

AFO2

—

T0021-S

Application of controlled vibrations to multiphase systems

Ricard GonzalezCinca

NASA ARC

AFO2

24, 27

T0022-S

Environment monitoring suite on suborbital Reusable Launch
Vehicle (sRLV)

H. Todd Smith

Johns Hopkins University

AFO2

—

T0023-S

Measurement of the Atmospheric Background in the Mesosphere

Sean Casey

Silicon Valley Space
Center

AFO2

—

T0024-S

Radio Frequency (RF) Gauging of the Liquid Oxygen Tank on suborbital
Reusable Launch Vehicle (sRLV)

Gregory A.
Zimmerli

NASA GRC

AFO2

—

T0035-PS

Near-Zero Gravity Cryogenic Line Chilldown Experiment in a Suborbital
Reusable Launch Vehicle

Jacob Chung

University of Florida Gainesville

AFO3

—

T0036-S

Collisions Into Dust Experiment on a Commercial Suborbital Vehicle

Josh Colwell

University of Central
Florida

AFO3

—

T0045-P

Evaporative Heat Transfer Mechanisms within a Heat Melt Compactor
(EHeM HMC) Experiment

Eric Golliher

NASA GRC

AFO3

—

T0052-S

Collection of Regolith Experiment (CORE) on a Commercial
Suborbital Vehicle

Josh Colwell

University of Central
Florida

AFO3

—

T0053-PS

Validating Telemetric Imaging Hardware for Crew-Assisted and CrewAutonomous Biological Imaging in Suborbital Applications

Rob Ferl

University of Florida Gainesville

AFO4

—

T0054-B

Stratospheric Parabolic Flight Technology

Steven Collicott

Purdue University

AFO4

—

T0061-SB

Flight Testing of a Universal Access Tranceiver (UAT) Automatic Dependent
Surveillance Broadcast (ADS-B) Transmitter Prototype for Commercial
Space Transportation Using Reusable Launch Vehicles

Richard Stansbury

Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
AFO5
University

T0075-SB

Exo-Atmosperic Aerobrake

Marc Murbach

NASA ARC

Directed

—

T0076-S

Demonstration of Vertically Aligned Carbon Nano-tubes for Earth Climate
Remote Sensing

H. Todd Smith

Johns Hopkins University

NRA1 GCD
Appx A

—

T0077-S

Vibration Isolation Platform

Scott Green

Controlled Dynamics Inc.

NRA1 GCD
Appx A

19, 24,
27

ORIGIN KEY

T0015-S

Johns Hopkins University /
AFO1
Applied Physics Lab

Directed: Flight Opportunities was directed to

provide flight testing for the technology by a manager
within the Flight Opportunities program and/or
NASA’s Space Technology Mission Directorate.

AFO1 through AFO8: The technology was

selected from submissions to an Announcement
of Flight Opportunity (AFO) solicitation. A total of
eight AFO solicitations
[ 46 ] were offered.

20, 27

24, 27

REDDI: These technologies were selected
through the Research, Development,
Demonstration, and Infusion (REDDI)
solicitation.

Number

Title

PI

Organization

Origin

Pg

T0081-PS

Demonstration of Variable Radiator

Richard "Cable"
Kurwitz

Texas A&M Engineering
Experiment Station

NRA1 GCD
Appx A

—

T0085-B

Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) Solar Instrument Pointing Platform

Craig DeForest

Southwest Research
Institute

NRA1 GCD
Appx A

—

T0095-SB

Test of Satellite Communications Systems on-board Suborbital Platforms
to Provide Low-Cost Data Communications for Research Payloads,
Payload Operators, and Space Vehicle Operators

M. Brian Barnett

Solstar Space Company

AFO6

16, 20,
27

T0098-S

Navigation Doppler Lidar Sensor Demonstration for Precision Landing on
Solar System Bodies

Farzin
Amzajerdian

NASA LaRC

AFO6

—

T0099-B

Satellite-Based Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast (ADS-B)
Operations Flight Test

Russell Dewey

GSSL Inc.

AFO6

—

T0106-B

Low-Cost Suborbital Reusable Launch Vehicle (sRLV) Surrogate to test
Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast (ADS-B)

Tim Lachenmeier

GSSL Inc.

AFO6

—

T0114-S

Technology Demonstration of Graphene Ion Membranes for Earth and
Space Applications

H. Todd Smith

Johns Hopkins University

NRA2 GCD
Appx E

—

T0115-S

Entry Descent and Landing (EDL) Technology Development for the Maraia
Earth Return Capsule

Alan Strahan

NASA JSC

NRA2 GCD
Appx E

—

T0123-PS

Microgravity Propellant Gauging Using Modal Analysis

Kevin Crosby

Carthage College

USIP13

—

T0128-S

Zero-gravity Green Propellant Management Technology

Steven Collicott

Purdue University

AFO8

—

T0137-S

Fuel Optimal and Accurate Landing System Test Flights

Andrew Johnson

NASA JPL

AFO8

—

T0139-S

Adaptable Deployable Entry and Placement Technology (ADEPT)

Paul Wercinski

NASA ARC

Directed

21, 27

T0142-S

Affordable Vehicle Avionics (AVA)

Amela Zanacic

NASA ARC

Directed

23, 27

Directed

25, 27
—

T0143-B

Bi-Static Radio Frequency (RF) Imager

Charles L. Finley

Air Force Research
Laboratory - Kirtland

T0153-B

Mars Electric Reusable Flyer

David D. North

NASA LaRC

Directed

T0154-P

PRIME-4.0:Miniaturized and Reusable Asteroid Regolith Microgravity
Experiment for Suborbital and Orbital Use

Josh Colwell

University of Central
Florida

REDDI-2015

9, 27

T0155-S

Suborbital Evaluation of an Aqueous Immersion Surgical System for
Reduced Gravity

George Pantalos

University of Louisville

REDDI-2015

—

T0156-S

Suborbital Particle Aggregation and Collision Experiment-2 (SPACE-2)

Julie Brisset

University of Central
Florida

REDDI-2015

—

T0157-S

GPS Fading

Nick Demidovich

FAA Comm'l Space
Transportation Office
(FAA/AST)

Directed

24, 27

T0159-B

1090 MHZ ADS-B Demo

Nick Demidovich

FAA Comm'l Space
Transportation Office
(FAA/AST)

Directed

18, 27

T0160-P

Microgravity Propellant Gauging Using Modal Analysis: Phase II

Kevin Crosby

Carthage College

REDDI-2016

9, 27

T0162-PS

Evolved Medical Microgravity Suction Device

C. Marsh Cuttino

Orbital Medicine Inc.

REDDI-2015

12, 27

T0165-S

Autonomous Flight Terminator

Lisa Valencia

NASA KSC

Directed

22, 27

T0166-B

High-Altitude Electromagnetic Sounding of Earth and Planetary Interiors

Robert Grimm

Southwest Research
Institute

NTRNLJUL-16

8, 27

NRA1 GCD Appx A: These technologies were selected by NASA’s
Game Changing Division (GCD) under the first NASA Research
Announcement (NRA1). Appendix A of the solicitation assigned
specific technologies to the Flight Opportunities pool.

NRA2 GCD Appx E: These technologies were selected by
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NASA’s Game Changing Division (GCD) under the second NASA
Research Announcement (NRA2). Appendix E of the solicitation
assigned specific technologies to the Flight Opportunities pool.

Number

Title

PI

Organization

Origin

Pg

T0168-S

Suborbital Flight Experiment Monitor-2 (SFEM-2)

Kathryn M.
Hurlbert

NASA JSC

NTRNLJUL-16

16, 20,
27

T0169-B

A Novel Approach to Balloon Altitude Control for the Purpose of
Stratospheric Balloon Trajectory Control

Iain Beveridge

World View Enterprises
Inc.

REDDI-2016

—

T0170-P

Ground-Based Study of Gravity Effects on Flow Boiling Heat Transfer in
Preparation for an ISS Flight Experiment

Jungho Kim

University of Maryland College Park

REDDI-2016

10, 27

T0171-S

Zero-G Condensation Droplets and Flow in Phase-Change Loops

Steven Collicott

Purdue University

REDDI-2016

20, 27

T0172-P

Development of a Revolutionary Approach for Efficient Microgravity
Transfer Line Chilldown

Jacob Chung

University of Florida Gainesville

REDDI-2016

10, 27

T0173-S

Flow Boiling in Microgap Coolers - Embedded Thermal Management for
Space Applications

Franklin Robinson

NASA GSFC

NTRNLOCT-16

—

T0174-B

Low Cost, Light-weight, and Reusable Radiation Nose Payload

Meyya
Meyyappan

NASA ARC

NTRNLOCT-16

13, 27

T0175-P

Testing of a Novel IVA Space Suit

Ted Southern

Final Frontier Design LLC

REDDI-2015

11, 27

T0176-B

Automated Radiation Measurements for Aerospace Safety - High-altitude
(ARMAS-Hi)

W Kent Tobiska

Space Environment
Technologies (SPACEWX)

REDDI-2016

13, 27

T0177-B

Rapid Calibration of Space Solar Cells in Suborbital Environments

Justin Lee

The Aerospace
Corporation

REDDI2016(B)

—

T0178-S

Characterization of 3D Printing Processes under Microgravity Conditions

Suzanne Smith

University of Kentucky

Directed

—

T0179-S

Honeybee Robotics PlanetVac on Masten Lander

Kris Zacny

Honeybee Robotics Ltd.

REDDI-2016

17, 27

T0180-S

A New Spin on Suborbital Microgravity Research: Developing a Centrifuge
for Blue Origin's New Shepard

Sam Wald

Nanoracks

REDDI-2016

—

T0181-S

BioChip SubOrbitalLab: An Automated Microfluidic and Imaging Platform
for Live-Cell Investigations in Microgravity

Daniel O'Connell

HNu Photonics LLC

REDDI2016(B)

—

T0182-S

Strata-S1 - refining a testbed to evaluate the behavior of regolith under
microgravity conditions

Adrienne Dove

University of Central
Florida

REDDI2016(B)

—

T0183-P

Protein-Drop Pinning in Microgravity

Amir Hirsa

Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute

REDDI2016(B)

11, 27

T0184-P

SPECTRE 2: Sample Pinning Experiment for Capture Technology in a
Reduced-gravity Environment

Laura JonesWilson

NASA JPL

NTRNLAPR-17

14, 27

T0185-P

Evaluation of the BioSleeve Gesture Control Interface for Telerobotics
in Microgravity

Christopher Assad NASA JPL

NTRNLAPR-17

15, 27

T0186-B

Guided Parafoil High Altitude Research II

Garrett (Storm)
Dunker

Airborne Systems North
America of CA Inc.

REDDI2016(B)

—

T0187-S

Evaluation of Gravity Sensing Mechanisms in Tissue-Engineered
Skeletal Muscle

Peter Lee

Ohio State University

USIP15

—

T0188-P

Novel Musculoskeletal Loading System

Meghan Downs

NASA JSC

NTRNLMAR-16

—

T0189-P

Demonstration of Optimal Chilldown Methods for Cryogenic Propellant
Tanks in Reduced Gravity

Jacob Chung

University of Florida Gainesville

REDDI2017(A)

—

T0190-P

Gravity Effects on Flow Boiling Heat Transfer Using Temperature Sensitive
Paints in Preparation for an ISS Flight Experiment

Jungho Kim

University of Maryland College Park

REDDI2017(A)

—

T0191-PS

Microgravity Propellant Gauging Using Modal Analysis: Phase III

Kevin Crosby

Carthage College

REDDI2017(A)

15, 27
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Number

Title

PI

Organization

Origin

Pg

T0192-S

Cryogenic Gauging Technology Geometry Development

Steven Collicott

Purdue University

REDDI2017(A)

—

T0193-S

Teachers in Space: Stratospheric and Suborbital Flight Experiments
and Equipment

Elizabeth Kennick

Teachers in Space, Inc.

REDDI2017(A)

—

T0194-S

SFEM-3

Thomas Lambot

NASA ARC

T0195-B

Draper Multi-Environment Navigator High Altitude Balloon Campaign

Brett Streetman

Draper Laboratory Inc.

REDDI2017(A)

—

T0196-S

JANUS 3.0: Enabling game changing external environment payload
accommodation on suborbital reusable launch vehicles

H. Todd Smith

Johns Hopkins University

REDDI2017(A)

—

T0197-P

EMPANADA: Ejecta-Minimizing Protocols for Applications Needing
Anchoring or Digging on Asteroids

Karen Daniels

North Carolina State
University

REDDI2017(A)

—

T0198-S

SPLICE

Directed

—

T0199-B

Animal Tracker Ground Station (Mote) - Tag Testing

Andres Martinez

NASA ARC

Directed

—

T0200-S

Micro-Avionics Multi-Purpose Platform (MicroAMPP)

Austin Williams

Tyvak Nano-Satellite
Systems LLC

Directed

—

T0201-S

Human tended space biology: Enabling suborbital genomics and
gene expression

Rob Ferl

University of Florida Gainesville

REDDI2017(B)

—

T0202-S

Suborbital Testing of Liquid Acquisition Devices for Cryogenic
Fluid Management

Kevin Supak

Southwest Research
Institute

REDDI2017(B)

—

T0203-P

LISA-T Microgravity Deployment Demonstration

Greg Laue

Nexolve Corporation

REDDI2017(A)

—

T0204-S

Dust In-situ Manipulation System (DIMS)

Julie Brisset

University of Central
Florida

REDDI-2018

—

T0205-P

Lightweight strain-energy deployed spacecraft booms

Mark Pankow

North Carolina State
University

REDDI2017(B)

—

T0206-P

Small-sat Propellant Management Technology

Steven Collicott

Purdue University

REDDI2017(B)

—

T0207-P

CubeSat Articulated Boom Option Optimization in Microgravity (CABOOM)

David Miles

University of Iowa - Iowa
City

REDDI2017(B)

—

T0208-P

Investigation of Gravity Effects on Electrically Driven Liquid Film Boiling: A
Micro-Gravity Flight Campaign in Preparation of ISS Flight Experiment

Jamal Yagoobi

Worcester Polytechnic
Institute

REDDI2017(B)

—

T0209-P

Evaluation of Preserved Blood for Transfusion Therapy in Reduced Gravity

Michael Menze

University of Louisville

REDDI-2018

—

T0210-B

Using Single Event Effects to Generate Truly Random Numbers
for Encryption Keys

Brock LaMeres

Montana State University Bozeman

REDDI-2018

—

T0211-P

Electrowetting Enhanced Dropwise Condensation in the Zero-g
Environment

Chung-Lung Chen

University of Missouri Columbia

REDDI-2018

—

T0212-P

3D Printing of Hierarchical Foams in Microgravity

Konstantinos
Sierros

West Virginia University

REDDI-2018

—

T0213-S

Transport Properties of Fluids for Exploration

Richard Banish

University of Alabama Huntsville

REDDI-2018

—

T0214-B

Technology demonstration of the KRUPS capsule for heat-shield validation

Alexandre Martin

University of Kentucky

REDDI-2018

—

T0215-S

Spaceflight Testing of FEMTA Micropropulsion System for
Interplanetary Smallsat

Alina Alexeenko

Purdue University

REDDI-2018

—

T0216-S

Zero-g Slosh Model Technology: Knowledge Payload

Steven Collicott

Purdue University

REDDI-2018

—
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22, 27

FLIGHT
OPPORTUNITIES
for the

Testing and Maturation
of New Space
Technologies

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Armstrong Flight Research Center
Edwards, California 93523
www.nasa.gov/flightopportunities
www.nasa.gov
NASA/SP-201x-xxx

World View Enterprise’s Stratollite balloon
system is staged for an early-morning
demonstration flight of the Electromagnetic
Sounding payload for Southwest Research
Institute. Read more on page 8.

